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BACKGROUND
• Group C rotavirus (RVC) was first found in pigs in 19801, 

followed by its discovery in cows, humans, ferrets, and dogs2

• Younger piglets are more susceptible to dying from rotavirus C, 
while older sows with the disease are generally asymptomatic3

• Studies reveal that RVC may be zoonotic, due to similarities in 
human and porcine strains as observed in children testing 
RVC positive4

• Increased prevalence of RVC diarrhea and increased RVC 
genetic diversity were reported in the US and globally5,6

INTRODUCTION
Rotavirus C (RVC) causes severe diarrhea in young piglets, which
poses a major challenge to the swine industry and welfare of
commercial pigs due to high rates of morbidity and mortality. With
increased prevalence of new RVC strains (G3 and G6) and
increased occurrence of RVC disease in swine in the US, we
wanted to better understand and characterize: RVC prevalence in
Ohio, lactogenic immunity related to RVC disease development,
and differences in pathogenicity between predominant strains. We
hypothesized insufficient lactogenic RVC antibody (Ab) levels in
sows will lead to the development of acute RVC diarrhea in
piglets, whereas adequate lactogenic immunity will protect piglets
from clinical disease. Our additional hypothesis was RVC disease
severity may vary with RVC genotype. Our hypotheses were
tested by aiming to 1) identify the prevalence and quantity of RVC
in samples from nursing piglets, 2) analyze the role of maternal
Abs in suckling piglet immunity, and 3) comparatively analyze the
pathogenesis of the current (G3 and G6) and historic (Cowden,
G1) RVC in gnotobiotic piglets. Rectal swabs from nursing piglets
with and without scours were collected. Using RT-qPCR, RNA
extracted from rectal swabs was assayed for RVC RNA presence
and quantity (viral shedding titer). Due to RVC strains, other than
the original Cowden (G1), being unable to propagate in cell
culture, RVC virus-like particles (VLPs) were generated using
VP2, VP4, VP6, and VP7 structural genes from three strains of
RVC (Cowden=G1, RV104=G3 and RV143=G6), and
BaculoDirect expression system. Using semi-purified VLPs as
antigens in ELISA, RVC Abs were detected in serum and milk
from sows. Further, we also tested the hypothesis that the G3 and
G6 strains have enhanced pathogenicity compared to G1.
Gnotobiotic piglets (n=4-7/group) were inoculated with G1, G3,
and G6 strains of RVC, using two control piglets. Rectal swabs
were collected daily to determine fecal consistency reflective of
diarrhea severity. Viral shedding titers were determined using RT-
qPCR of extracted RNA content from collected rectal swabs.
Pathology was performed for small and large intestine segments
collected at necropsy.

CONCLUSIONS
• Presence of diarrhea in piglets is significantly correlated with 

greater RVC fecal shedding
• There exists significant negative correlation between  diarrheic 

piglets and sow parity number
• There is no significant pathogenic difference between the G1, 

G3, and G6 RVC strains, aside from greater villi destruction 
observed with G6 inoculation

• Insufficient lactogenic protection from gilts may play a critical 
role in the increased prevalence of clinical RVC disease
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RVC VLP Based ELISA assay

Figure 10A. Milk and serum from sows/gilts with diarrheic or 
healthy piglets were tested for RVC IgA and IgG Ab titers 
Figure 10B. Comparative analysis of milk RVC IgA and IgG Ab 
titers in sows vs. gilts
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FUTURE WORK
• Conduct a large-scale RVC seroprevalence study of US sows

• Establish the ability of  generated RVC-VLPs to boost the 
lactogenic immunity sufficiently to protect piglets against 
clinical disease associated with dominant RVC genotypes

Scours Frequency vs. Parity of Sow

Figure 5. Graph showing number of litters with scours against 
maternal parity. Correlation determined using spearman rank test 
(rs= -0.629). Gilts (1st parity) were significantly (P=0.0002) more 
associated with having scouring piglets

VLP expression and antigenicity of RVC VLP-based 
ELISA

Figure 9A. Sf9 cells were co-infected with genotype specific (G1, 
G3 and G6) combinations recombinant baculovirus expressing RVC 
core and outer capsid protein genes. Analysis of semi-purified VLPs 
was done using a 12% precast protein gel
Figure 9B. Antigenicity of VLPs using serum from Gn piglets 
inoculated with G1, G3 or G6 porcine RVC strains in a VLP-based 
indirect Ab ELISA
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Amplification of RVC structural genes 

Figure 8. Amplification of porcine RVC G1, G3 and G6 structural 
genes; VP7, VP6, VP4 and VP2 using specific primers. Amplicons 
were analyzed using 1% agarose gel. Expected sizes were 1054 bp
for VP7, 1293 bp for VP6, 2432 bp for VP4 and 2724 bp for VP2 
structural genes

Group             N Diarrhea Virus shedding

% of Pigs

Mean 
cumulative 
fecal score

Mean days 
of onset

Mean 
duration % of Pigs

Mean of 
peak titer 
(FFU/ml)

Mean
duration days

RV104 (G3) 7 100 14.3 2 5.8 100 2.17E+07 7
Cowden (G1) 5 100 18.3 2 7.3 100 1.24E+07 7
RV143 (G6) 7 100 16 1.8 6.5 100 2.44E+07 6

NC 1 0 0 0 0 0 5.56E+02 0

Gnotobiotic Piglet Inoculation

Figure 6. Summary of  porcine RVC diarrhea and fecal virus 
shedding in gnotobiotic piglets after porcine RVC inoculation (G1 
[Cowden], G3 [RV 104], and G6 [RV 143] genotypes) at age 4-days-
old (PID 1 to PID 10)

RESULTS
RVC prevalence RNA shedding titers

Figure 4A. RT-qPCR was used to test rectal swab samples from 
healthy and diarrheic piglets for RVC RNA. There was an overall 
RVC prevalence of 76.1% (scours = 82.5%, healthy = 69.6%) 
Figure 4B. CT values from RT-qPCR were converted to log10 
GE/ml using a standard curve. Diarrheic piglets had significantly 
higher (p=0.0419) RVC RNA fecal shedding titers compared to 
healthy piglets
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1. Flowchart of fecal sample collection and RT-qPCR 
used to determine RVC RNA prevalence in piglets

RVC Screening

Figure 3. Flowchart of RVC VLP Ab ELISA development to be 
used in screening Abs in swine field samples
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Inoculation of Gnotobiotic Piglets

Figure 2. Flowchart of inoculation process used to track variation in 
pathogenicity between the G1, G3 and G6 strains. A sample of 
each strain was individually suspended in 1x MEM and delivered to 
gnotobiotic piglets 

Gnotobiotic Piglet Inoculation

Figure 7. Mean ratios of villi heights and crypt depths. Ratios used to 
determine villous atrophy:  Normal (>4.0:1), mild atrophy (3.1–4.0:1), 
moderate atrophy (2.1–3.0:1), and marked atrophy (1.1–2.0:1). 
Different letters (a,b,c) represent statistical significance within the 
group. Most villous atrophy observed in 3-day old RV0143 (G6) 
inoculated piglet jejunum


